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1.

Introduction
deENet has hosted the annual Congress

At this year’s dialogue, participants will

on 100% Renewable Energy Regions in

learn about a set of criteria that were

the City of Kassel since 2009. Eager to

developed in the interest of defining a

share Germany’s local 100% renewable

global standard of best practices for

energy (RE) movement to the global

cities embarking on a 100% RE path. The

100% Renewable Energy community, a

criteria emerged out of the experiences

parallel event was launched at the fourth

of

congress (2012), which was offered in

committed to and implemented 100%

English and designed to welcome an

renewable energy strategies. They have

international audience.

been revised through a series of surveys

The

2012

governments

that

have

dialogue

(see Appendix C: Questionnaire) and

(facilitated by the World Future Council)

engagements with international city staff

focused on the 100% RE developments

and officials. To further develop the

taking place in Europe, the USA, and

present iteration of the 100% RE criteria,

globally

then,

World Future Council and deENet have

international interest in 100% RE has

partnered with Renewable Cities to

grown yearly. The 100% RE Regions

convene an international group of urban

congress

the

leaders and energy experts in a dialogue

knowledge exchange and cooperation

on what it means for cities to be 100%

with international local governments and

renewable.

at

international

local

that

also

time.

benefited

Since

from

efinition of
ment

100% lo

l go e n-

e m n
egion

efinition of

100%

For the purposes of international 100% RE

“A 100% RE local government covers its

criteria, 100% RE cities, municipalities, and

energy demand entirely with RE in the

regions are defined as local governments

sectors of electricity, heating, cooling, and

that have set a political 100% RE target. This

mobility. The region is highly energy efficient

includes jurisdictions that have already

and

achieved this target, as well as those that

comprehensive way. The energy supply is

have adopted strategies to move towards

ecological, sustainable, safe and secure, and

meeting 100% of their energy demand from

adds regional value. Regional players are

renewable energy sources. Furthermore, it

actively involved, and the population of the

uses

regional

resources

in

a

includes jurisdictions that have exceeded

region widely accepts this form of energy

the 100% RE benchmark and become

use. The development process is shaped by

exporters

(ICLEI/

regional key players together with end users,

REN21/ISEP Definition; Global Status Report

producers, and practitioners, leading to a

of

renewable

energy

on Local Renewable Energy Policies, 2011).

comprehensive energy supply with RE. To
achieve cost reductions and secure grid
stability, they interact with other 100% RE
local

partners. In 2013, the congress hosted

governments.

Energy

efficiency,

sustainable energy production, and regional

the European Renewable Energy Sources

activities that encourage energy conscious

(RES) Championship and in 2014, it

behaviour are integral elements of the local

served as the platform for launching the

government’s 100% RE strategy territory.”

100% RES Communities Label with

(Ibid. Fischer, Beate and Cord Hoppenbrock

representatives from local European

(2012). P. 12.)

governments. Six years after the congress
first launched, the international dialogue
component draws participants from
Europe, Asia, Africa, South America, and
North America.
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World Future Council brings the interests of future

deENet Competence Network distributed Energy

Renewable Cities is a project of the Simon Fraser

generations to the centre of policy-making. It addresses

Technologies e.V. is a network of actors in the field of

University Centre for Dialogues. The goal of Renewable

challenges to our common future and provides decision

technologies for decentralized energy and energy

Cities is to support cities through the transition to 100%

makers with effective policy solutions. In-depth research

efficiency. It provides communities and regions with a

renewable energy and energy efficiency by way of

underpins advocacy work for international agreements,

platform for networking and know-how exchange to

research-based dialogue, collaboration, and thought

regional policy frameworks and national lawmaking,

propel the regional energy transition and processes to

leadership.

thereby producing practical and tangible results. In close

mitigate climate change.

collaboration

with

civil

society,

parliamentarians,

governments, business, and international organizations,
the WFC identifies “future just” policies around the world.
The results of this research then feed into our advocacy
work, supporting decision makers in implementing
those policies.

All the three organisations are part of the Global 100% Renewable Energy campaign (Global 100% RE). This campaign is among the first global initiatives that advocate for
100% renewable energy. It emerged from a parliamentary workshop hosted by the World Future Council in the Danish Nordic Folkecenter in October 2012 and a side-event at
COP18 in Doha, Qatar, which was hosted by the REN Alliance, and was officially founded at the beginning of 2013 at the Renewables 100 Pathways Conference in San Francisco by
10 international organisations. Today, more than 30 international, national, or regional organisations back this campaign.
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The evolution of the concept of 100% RE in local governments
Germany was among the first countries that tested and implemented the notion
of 100% RE as a vision and development approach for local governments. Several
developments within the German context worked in favor of the uptake of 100% RE
targets and strategies in German municipalities, regions, and cities1:
• The national legal and political framework; referred to as the German Renewable

The intention of this guide is to prepare participants for the dialogue and provide

Energy Act or German Feed-in Tariff (FiT) enabled new stakeholders such as citizens,

background information on:

2

cooperatives, municipalities as well as small and medium-sized companies to invest
in renewable energy technologies and sell renewable electricity to utilities. Energy

• The global movement towards 100% renewable energy;

consumers therefore became energy producers as the FiT provided the necessary

• Best practices for cities transitioning to 100% renewable energy;

investment security, unleashing private investments and hereby creating a market.
This led to technological improvements and innovation in energy efficiency and

• How to monitor and share achievements through a set of global 100% RE criteria;

renewable energies. New business models emerged and fostered entrepreneurship.

and

• The National Climate Protection Initiative, a program of the Federal Environment

• Plans for a 100% RE city network.

Ministry, helped municipalities, businesses, and consumers finance local and regional
renewable energy and energy efficiency projects.

This guide begins by setting the present context for the global 100% RE movement and

• The dynamic development of decentralized renewable energy projects created new

explains why the world’s local governments are best positioned to lead this transition. It

responsibilities and tasks for a variety of local decision-makers and regional planners.

introduces the criteria, in their current form and lays out the goals and questions that

New actors entered the energy market and new business models emerged.

will guide the dialogue process. The information provided here is excerpted from a
discussion paper titled Criteria for a Sustainable Transformation towards 100% Renewable

• Municipal and regional energy suppliers saw a new market in renewable energy

Energy: Starting an International Dialogue (Global 100% RE 2015), which documents the

technologies and a new way to approach their customers.

rationale and development process for the criteria. In addition to the questionnaire on

• These developments were planted in fertile ground thanks to the work of local

the criteria, the appendices provide the agenda scheduled for the Kassel International

initiatives supporting the United Nations’ Agenda 21, which raised public awareness

Dialogue on 100% Renewable Energy and the terms of engagement during the dialogue.

of local sustainable development issues, and a strong anti-nuclear movement among
German citizens.

1

Fischer, Beate and Cord Hoppenbrock (2012). Was ist eine 100ee-Region und wer darf sich so nennen? Informationen zur

Aufnahme und Bewertung. Entwicklungsperspektiven für nachhaltige 100%-Erneuerbare-Energie-Regionen. deENet (editor).
Arbeitsmaterialien 100EE Nr. 7. Kassel
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1.1. Context
movement

of

100%

RE

Why 100% renewable energy? Whether

tangible needs and priorities of and take

• Is decentralized and is a step towards

initiatives already taking place on national,

price volatility, climate change, energy

direction from their residents. Cities, in

energy independence, which guards

regional and local levels, and sets a global

security, or one of many other reasons to

particular, have no choice but to plan for

against price volatility and the impacts

discourse on renewable energy towards

of energy subsidies; and,

100% RE as the new normal. The Global

seek alternatives to fossil fuels, renewable

a densely populated future and local

energy has reached a tipping point.

governments are positioned to develop

Providing approximately 19% of the

regionally appropriate best practices and

world’s

policies.

energy

consumed

in

2013,

• Can stabilize supply in countries
where grid service is intermittent and
can ensure Energy for All where grid

renewable energy is market-ready and
price

competitive

conventional

The benefits of implementing 100%

sources in most jurisdictions. It can be

renewable energy, are numerous.

implemented

Renewable energy:

to

with
help

mitigate

air

power is currently non-existent.

• Is sustainable, and is noted as a

100% RE is based on this framework.

alliance that confirms being powered by
100% sustainable renewable energy is

beneficial

energy

decisions:

both urgent and achievable. It builds on

• Can be a mitigative and adaptive
means of fighting climate change;

Featured local governments during this dialogue:

• Creates wealth without GHGs (48% of
Why local governments? Projected to

global GHGs from energy sector,

house 70% of the world’s population by

including energy in transportation);

2050, cities are leading the world in
innovative renewal of aging infrastructure
while coping with the pressures of
housing burgeoning populations and
developing healthy urban economies.
Out of more than necessity, local

• Technologies are market-ready and,
in

many

places,

economically

competitive with conventional energy
sources;
• Presents

opportunities

for

local

governments are leading because they

development, which keeps money

are acutely attuned to the type and

within

abundance of their local resources, as

generates local tax revenue;

well as the realities of their local climates.
Local Governments govern based on the

what that transition actually means for
local governments. The process design

component of the United Nations’

locally

world, to promote the benefits of

for the International Kassel Dialogue on

Sustainable Development Goals;

make

number of case studies from around the

for and builds on a highly visible global

localizes decision-making and control

to

policy makers about the ever-increasing

dispersed renewable energy advocates

over energy production and distribution,
thereby empowering local governments

dialogue, build capacity, and educate

transitioning to 100% RE, and to clarify
Global 100% RE connects the dots of

pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.
Renewable energy also decentralizes and

100% RE campaign aims to initiate

the

local

economy

and

• Sønderborg, Denmark

• Oxford County, Canada

• Vancouver, Canada

• Osnabrück, Germany

• Fukushima, Japan

• Uberlândia, Brasil

• Bologna, Italy

• Ashton Heyes, UK

• Wolfhagen, Germany

• East Hampton, US

• Frederikshavn Municipality,

• Buenos Aires, Argentina

Denmark
• San Francisco, US

• Improves social wellbeing and creates

• Climate and Energy Model
Regions, Austria

If you could ask pioneering cities one question about their transitions to 100%

local jobs;

RE, what would it be?
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1.2. Pioneering
Regions

Cities

and

If local governments best know their own

That said, rural regions are not simply

While no settlements cities are alike,

To

facilitate

inter-governmental

contexts and needs, then what is the

resource pools to be exploited. Region-

nor could they implement the exact

relationships, members of the Global

value of sharing their successes and

wide interactions can tackle broader

same energy plan, they do indeed

100% RE campaign have initiated the

concerns? At the regional level, it makes

issues and tap into regional drivers and

tackle many of the same issues and

Global

pragmatic sense to develop mechanisms

trends (demographic changes, mobility

are generally tasked with the same

100% RE Cities and Regions Network.

for cooperation and explore regional

challenges, climate resilience, etc.) In a

responsibilities:

infrastructure

This inclusive network is open to all

energy

decentralized, local energy generation

development

maintenance,

ambitious cities, towns and regions

market

example,

a

opportunities.

large

dense

market, new ownership models must be

providing quality, reliable services,

setting their course towards 100%

developed to incorporate the new types

and ensuring a healthy, sustainable

renewable energy and demonstrating

to generate enough energy to meet its

of energy producer—citizens, farmers,

economy.

that it is possible to realize this vision.

own demand, but could invest in a rural

small businesses, and so on.

local governments opportunities to

neighbour

that

potential

has

with

and

infrastructure may not have the capacity

generation

city

For

great
but

energy

lacks

Providing

international

gather and engage in collective

the

dialogue allows them to draw ideas

necessary financial and human capital.

from a much wider variety of peers.
Perhaps these local governments
have a similar climate or geography
despite their geographic distance;
perhaps they are similar in their
political or social contexts; or perhaps
they retain similar control over their
energy

resources—without

the

opportunity to compare notes, local
governments are limited to their own
internal

knowledge

and

cultural

perspectives. A dialogue among a
variety of international cities, towns,
municipalities, etc. can lead to a
holistic array of transferable learnings
that individual case studies may not
reveal, and local governments can
adapt them to their own contexts in
creative ways.
Source: Go100re.net/map
map designed by Freepik
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2.

Criteria
With the Global 100% RE movement

iteration of a set of criteria. This dialogue

All of that said, energy efficiency is the key

governments

gaining momentum, and with more and

is a continuation of this process, whose

to

collection and reporting.

more cities, communities, islands, states

overarching goal can be described as

International Energy Agency (IEA) dubs it

and countries joining, there is a need for

follows:

renewable

energy

success.

The

“the first fuel” and has actually begun to

criteria and indicators that can measure

evaluate the economic contributions by

and assess policies and implementation. “To

establish

a

set

reasonable
of

criteria

and

the energy efficiency industry to energy

Converting our energy systems from

practicable

and

markets, for creating jobs, and for the

conventional to renewable resources

indicators to measure and assesses

value of the drop in costs incurred by

amounts to more than just fuel switching;

progress by local governments, from

emissions

this shift is about future-justice, energy

all parts of the world, in implementing

ecological health. In truth, the importance

planning, local wealth distribution, social

sustainable 100% Renewable Energy

of energy efficiency is actually a point of

wellbeing, healthy ecosystems, and long-

strategies.”

empowerment for local governments

term resilience. A set of international

(Global 100% RE 2015)

because regulation and compliance of

indicators would provide guidance on
what a sustainable transition to 100% RE
might entail.

that

harm

human

and

energy efficiency typically fall within their
The intention of the criteria is to capture

mandate.

the full array of energy policy actions
made by local governments—from small

Finally, the principals that underpin

The Global 100% RE campaign presents

villages,

the development of the Global 100%

an

local

through to large cities, prefectures, and

governments to extend their scope of

regional departments—around the world.

action on crosscutting environmental,

It does not refer to any specific technology,

actionable

opportunity

for

counties,

and

municipalities,

RE criteria are as follows:
• They describe the full scope of energy

social, and economic challenges. To that

but “renewable energy” generally refers

used in communities and cities:

end, a diverse group of Global 100% RE

to solar, wind, hydro, biomass, and

electricity, heating and cooling, and

campaign members and supporters have

geothermal resources.

transportation.

spent the last year developing a first

• They must not overburden local
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with

intensive

data

These criteria would serve as guideposts
for local governments (cities, regions,
prefectures, municipalities, etc.) to help
them navigate their unique paths to
100% RE. They will have to be updated
through recurring consultation as they
are tested through a range of global
cases.

This

according

iteration
to

is

three

structured
levels:

1)

implementation (one criterion that is
mainly quantitatively oriented), 2) targetsetting (one criterion), and 3) the enabling
the framework (ten criteria). Levels 2) and
3)

are

both

based

on

qualitative

considerations at this stage. Depending
on the dialogue outcomes and continued
participatory consultation, the qualitative
criteria may be further developed into
measurable quantitative indicators. Note,
the order of criteria suggests neither their
priority, nor the relative importance of
the issues.

Overview on Criteria
Criterion 1 – Implementation status and outcomes

Criterion 1: Implementation status and outcomes

Criterion 2 – 100% RE target
The level of implementation criterion
Criterion 3 – Planning & orientation
Criterion 4 – Institutionalisation

asks for overarching information on the

its environmental benefits, but also for its

municipality’s

social

Criterion 6 – Renewable energy technologies in use
Criterion 7 – Buildings
Criterion 8 – Mobility and Transport

progress,

or

more

this

renewable energy sector, as well as the

information will vary. Some will actively

distribution of that wealth in terms of the

Municipal

access

to

track every kWh of RE produced and

number of jobs it creates. It also seeks

used locally, others will rely on open

estimates for improvements in social

source

wellbeing thanks to reductions in the

data

pools.

Data

about

a

municipality’s land area and population

local

density will also be collected, not only to

conventional energy production and

provide

consumption.

versa.

Criterion 12 – Participation in Networks
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This

the economic impact of developing the

context,

but

also

because

sparsely populated rural areas, and vice

Criterion 11 – Public engagement

impacts.

criterion asks municipalities to estimate

should focus on different strategies than
Criterion 10 – Knowledge generation

economic

specifically, the current mix of energy

densely populated urban areas can and

Criterion 9 – Energy efficiency in utility-scale generation

and

consumption in all three energy use
sectors.

Criterion 5 – Local stakeholders’ engagement

Renewable energy is not only valued for

emissions

and

pollution

of

Criterion 2 – 100% RE target

Criterion 4 – Institutionalisation

This criterion is the foundation of a 100%

energy use sectors are included; when

Essentially gauging the seriousness of a

RE strategy and probably needs the least

the goal will be reached; whether the

municipality’s commitment, this criterion

explanation. That said, a 100% target can

plan extends to the entire community or

seeks to understand what permanent

mean many different things to many

is just a municipal facility or procurement

organizational and legislative structures

different local governments. This criterion

goal; what degree of acceptance RE

have been set up to deliver on the goal.

captures

certificates hold; and how deep the

How will it stand up against changes in

commitment goes—is it binding?

political leadership? As local actors and

the

specifics

of

a

local

government’s goal: which of the three

Criterion 3 – Planning & orientation

Largely

a

municipality’s

baseline

analysis

current

situation,

of

among others.

there are many local champions who are

They may be empowered with the

situation. Diversity breeds complexity,

mandate to commit to 100% RE, but

but it also strengthens the process and
exposes potential conflicts early on.

local governments are not the only
players. A successful 100% RE strategy

mix,

projections for saving and producing

projected

renewable

requires an active, public coalition of

energy,

energy locally? This criterion also zeroes

stakeholders, including civil society,

infrastructure,

active public and internal engagement,

not only motivated but also equipped to
lead a shift to 100% RE, or is it mainly a

existing

various activities, establishment of a focal
point for support and exchange, and

a

financial decision based on the profits

supply

this criterion include coordination of

this

energy

and

assured to be continued? The tenets of

Criterion 5 – Local stakeholders’ engagement

criterion seeks information about its
demand

projects changes, is the 100% RE strategy

and

for

producing

mechanisms for tracking and monitoring

in on the level of cooperation a

research bodies, local business, energy

the energy transition. It also asks for

municipality demonstrates through its

suppliers,

information on the motivation behind its

work with neighbouring regions.

others in accordance with the local

pursuit of a 100% RE target; is it because
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developers,

banks,

and

Criterion 6 – Renewable energy technologies in use

Another

relatively

Criterion 8
4 – Mobility
Institutionalisation
and Transport

straightforward

energy or combined heat and power

Transportation

criterion, 6, asks which renewable energy

systems. These decisions are based not

municipality’s

technologies are planned for a local

only on technical feasibility, but also on

pursuing a 100% RE goal, and RE still

powered by non-fossil fuels, such as

transition to 100% RE. These technologies

social license. Energy planners must ask:

plays only a minor role in this energy use

electric, hydrogen, or biofuel. It also asks

sector. This criterion asks municipalities

what planning strategies are in place to

to report the incentives and programs

reduce the number and length of car

they have in place to promote and

trips residents and businesses take.

include, but are not limited to, solar (PV

What

and solar thermal), wind, hydro, biomass,

makers

technologies

and geothermal energy, as well as district

support?

and

would

residents

decision-

accept

and

is

undoubtedly

greatest

challenge

a

such as public transit, cycling and walking,

in

and to stimulate purchase of vehicles

support other modes of transportation,

Criterion 7 – Buildings

5 – Energy
Local stakeholders’
Criterion 9
efficiency in engagement
utility-scale generation

This criterion is founded on the principles

its construction, but continues with the

This criterion asks what efficiencies

by a group of buildings. It also gauges the

of

efficiency of its operation. Municipalities

utilities can find in energy production.

local inclination for saving energy by

envelope (insulation, air barrier, roofing,

can

These take the form of waste heat

asking for information about social

glazing,

construction and retrofits, and motivate

recovery,

trends like the sharing economy (car and

energy

efficiency.

doors)

systems (HVAC,

The

building

and

its

mechanical

DE)

determine

the

stimulate

energy

efficient

smart

grids/microgrids,

energy efficient behaviour by occupants

cogeneration of heat and electricity,

ride sharing, tool libraries, swap meets,

amount of energy that is exchanged

through

management

and district heating/cooling. Whereas

etc.).

demand-side

between interior and exterior spaces.

approaches. This criterion asks what

criterion 7 looks at building operations

However, energy in buildings is also used

incentives are in place to stimulate

individually,

by appliances and lighting. Also, the

energy efficient behaviour.

efficiencies in pooling the energy used

energy efficiency of a building begins with

12

criterion

9

looks

for

Criterion 12 – Participation in Networks

Criterion 10 – Knowledge generation

The process of pursuing 100% RE is one

Through this criterion, a municipality has

At the core of this dialogue is the

lend political clout to the municipality’s

of continual learning, evaluation, and

the opportunity to demonstrate its

argument that cities need opportunities

decision to pursue the energy shift.

improvement.

investment in education.

Knowledge

generation

to discuss and learn from the experiences

stimulates innovation, but also amplifies

of their peers. Like criterion 10, criterion

the 100% RE campaign.

12 both accelerates a municipality’s own
learning and amplifies the 100% RE
movement. Networks can be regional,
national, or international; regardless they

Criterion 11 – Public engagement

Social license is earned through public

traditional and online outreach channels

engagement. Without public support,

or by hosting friendly energy savings

100% RE cannot succeed, not only for

competitions.

reasons of avoiding public resistance.

understanding

Changing human behaviour to stimulate

marginalized

more efficient practices constitutes a

communities.

It

also
of
and

the

requires

an

needs

of

low-income

major aspect of a 100% RE strategy. This
criterion

seeks

information

about

engagement strategies that a municipality
implements, such as by broadcasting via

13

3. What is dialogue?
Unlike traditional engagement processes,

A fundamental component of an effective

dialogue

highly

dialogue is to provide an inviting space

outcomes-oriented.

where participants feel safe and can

have

generative

share their experiences, knowledge, and

discussions that allow them to develop

concerns freely. To that end, this dialogue

Participants during this dialogue will

new ideas and deliberative discussions in

will be conducted under Chatham House

have the opportunity to discuss a

which

Rule, that is to say “participants are free

selection of the criteria. To facilitate

to use the information received, but

these discussions, each roundtable will

Institutionalization, Hosted by
Klimafonds, Austria

is

interactive

designed
and

Participants

they

will

take

to

deep

be

dives

into

challenging issues.

Roundtables
• Criterion 1 – Assessing the Level of

neither the identity nor the affiliation of

be centred on a case study and assigned

The dialogue process is guided, but not

the speaker(s), nor that of any other

an

directed. It is guided in that participants

participant, may be revealed.” For the

discussion.

are led through specific activities to tease

complete set of rules of engagement

out the points of agreement as well as

governing this dialogue, please see

opportunities

Appendix A.

to

better

understand

expert

to

host

the

associated

Implementation, Hosted by
Frederikshavn, Denmark
• Criteria 2/4 – Target/

• Criterion 3 – Orientation & Planning,
Hosted by Osnabrück, Germany
• Criteria 5/11 – Commitment/
Engagement, Hosted by Fukushima,

opposing views. It is not directed in the

Japan

sense that the dialogue is framed around
Guiding

Questions

that

are

•

not

they are meant to provoke big picture
They

might

not

lead

Vancouver, Canada

immediate solutions, but the intention is
participants to pursue. Dialogue is as
about

interaction

between

participants as it is about the subject
matter. Working towards a common
understanding—not

ien

• Criterion 8 – Mobility, Hosted by

to

to lead to actionable outcomes for
much

il ings

Hosted by Bologna, Italy

necessarily meant to be answered, rather
thinking.

ite i

necessarily

consensus—opens minds to alternative
ways of thinking and elicits innovation.
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Guiding questions
Throughout the dialogue, participants are asked to keep the following four questions at
the forefront of this process and in mind during the discussions:
• Are these 12 criteria applicable to local governments in different geographical areas
and political environments?
• Are these 12 criteria applicable to different sizes of local governments (metropolitan
areas, urban centres/cities, regions/countries, municipalities, rural towns, etc.)?
• Are these 12 criteria sufficiently comprehensive and exhaustive to measure and
assess the status and progress towards 100% RE in local governments?
• Are these 12 criteria sufficient in accounting for all dimensions of sustainable
development, including social and intergenerational justice, planetary capacity limits,
and economic prosperity?

Throughout the dialogue, participants will record the outcomes of their breakout group
discussions and note-takers will record the discussions that participants have while in
plenary. The outcomes of this dialogue will be published in a report, which will be publicly
available, and integrated into future iterations of the criteria.

Resources
Buschmann, Pia and Leidreiter, Anna (2015), Criteria for a Sustainable Transformation
towards 100% Renewable Energy: Starting an International Dialogue, Global 100%
Renewable Energy Campaign.
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4. Appendix
4.1. Appendix A: Terms of Engagement
1. Chatham House Rule: “participants are free to use the information
received, but neither the identity nor the affiliation of the speaker(s),
nor that of any other participant, may be revealed.”
2. The focus is on dialogue not debate. Rather than trying to find
points of difference, build from points of agreement.
3. Hats off: Each participant is here as an individual and is not speaking
on behalf of their business or organization.
4. Step up or step back: Be an active, engaged participant but
encourage your peers to participate.
5. Cell phones off (or muted).
6. Open Source: The information will be recorded and presented in a
report that participants will review. Following the review the report
will be available publicly and registered under the Creative
Commons.
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4.2. Appendix B: Agenda

Kongress Palais Kassel, Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 152
Agenda for Tuesday, November 10, 2015

Kongress Palais Kassel, Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 152
Agenda for Wednesday, November 11, 2015

•

14:00 – 14:10 Opening and welcome

•

•

14:10 – 14:20 Keynote: Harry Lehmann, Federal
Environment Agency
“Approaching Paris: How national governments can learn
from regions and cities”

9:00 – 10:30 World Café: “Applying the criteria to local
government commitments to 100% RE”

•

10:10 – 10:20 Plenary discussion

•

10:20 – 10:30 Closing remarks

14:20 – 14:30 Presentation: Ana Marques, ICLEI and Global
100% RE Campaign
“A global network for 100% renewable energy in local
governments”

•

10:30 – 12:00 Face-to-face meetings and group tours of
the exhibition (English)

•

12:00 – 12:45 Lunch

14:30 – 15:15 Panel Discussion: “100% Renewable energy
in cities”
•
Detlef Gerdts, Department, Osnabrück, Germany
•
Kaoru Kobayashi, Fukushima, Japan
• Aase Nyegaard, Sønderborg, Denmark
•
Ian Neville, Vancouver, Canada
•
Kacia Brockman, San Francisco, US

•

12:45 – 13:00 Board bus to Wolfhagen

•

13:00 – 16:00 Site tour: Wolfhagen – Energy Transition 2.0

•

16:00 – 16:15 o ee rea

•

16:15 – 16:30 e ection

•

15:15 – 15:30 o ee rea

•

16:30 – 17:10 Plenary: Wolfhagen’s story

•

15:30 – 17:00 Round Table Discussions:
“Exploring 12 criteria for international standards in 100%
renewable energy”

•

17:10 – 17:30 Closing round

•

17:30 – 18:30 Return to Kassel with stop at ICE train station
in Wilhelmshöhe

•

•

•

17:00 – 19:00 Face-to-face meetings and group tours of
the exhibition (English)

•

19:00 Networking reception for all congress participants
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4.3. Speakers in the plenary
Kacia Brockman

Harry Lehmann

Ian Neville

Energy Policy
Analyst, Oregon
Department of
Energy
United States

Federal
Environment
Agency
Germany

Climate Policy
Analyst at City of
Vancouver
Canada

Detlef Gerdts

Ana Marques

Head of
Department for
Environment
and Climate
Protection,
City of
Osnabrück
Germany

ICLEI and
Global 100% RE
Campaign
Portugal

Kaoru
Kobayashi

Aase Nyegaard
Deputy Mayor
of Sønderborg
Municipality
Denmark

Mayor of
Fukushima City
Japan
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